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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we deal with the definition of morphisms between local 

dynamical systems and their basic properties. Our definition is such that 

the corresponding isomorphisms are essentially phase space homeomorphisms 

with·reparametrization. We discuss the preservation properties of morphisms 

with respect to several dynamical properties. Finally, the close relation

ship between phase space homeomorphisms with reparametrization on the one 

hand and geometric equivalences on the other, as exhibited by work of URA 

and KIMURA, is extended to a characterization of morphisms. 
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1 • INTRODUCTION 

This paper deals with the definition of mappings between local dynam

ical systems and their basic properties. At a first glance there are many 

ways of definin~ mappings between dynamical systems [5] and the final choice 

largely depends on the selection of the dynamical properties whose invari

ance under mappings is required. As the notion of isomorphism arises in a 

natural way from that of a mapping between local dynamical systems, the 

choice of the isomorphisms is also a deci$ive factor. 

Apart from some minor modifications, such as preservation of orienta

tion, the following isomorphism types can be found in the literature: a 

phase space homeomorphism preserving orbits, also called geometric equiva

lence [7]; a phase space homeomorphism with reparametrization [ 1 OJ, including 

equivariant (i.e. without time change) homeomorphisms [4] as a special case 

and related to homomorphisms of topological transformation groups; and the 

so-called conjugacy relation [2]: a reparametrization followed by an equiv

ariant homeomorphism. 

In section 3 we introduce our choice of a mapping or morphism of local 

dynamical systems. The isomorphisms of the resulting category are essen-

tially the phase space homeomorphisms with reparametrization. The condition 

(3.1.2) in the definition of morphism looks rather technical, but, as is 

also illustrated by examples like (4.4), it turns out to be the key to a 

satisfactory discussion of the preservation of the various dynamical prop

erties. See section 4 for more details. There is also a close relationship 

between the isomorphisms as defined in this paper and the conjugacy relation 

(3.5). Omitting some minor details a more general result can be stated as 

follows: a morphism is the composition of a reparametrization and an equiv

ariant continuous phase space map. The discussion of this result will appear 

elsewhere [ 1 ] • 

The close relationship betwe·en phase space homeomorphisms with repara

metrization and the geometric equivalences, which has been exhibited by 

URA [9] and KIMURA [6], is extended to a characterization of morphisms in 

section 5. Roughly speaking, morphisms are orbit preserving continuous 

maps between phase spaces. The proof follows the pattern of that in [10], 

resolving the difficulties involving separation axioms by applying 
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a lennna of J. and M. LEWIN, instead of following the approach in [6]. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

2. 1. Throughout the paper we have the following conventions. All 

spaces are supposed to be Hausdorff spaces. JR denotes the set of real num

bers with its usual topology and algebraic operations. JR+ := { t E JR : t 2':: O} 

and JR-:= {t E JR: t:;:; O} (expressions like P := Q or Q =: P denote that P is 
+ + - -

defined to be Q). For Ac JR we let A :=.An JR and A := An JR • 

If X,Y,Z and U are sets, Z cXxY and if 1r: Z • U is a mapping, then for all 

(x,y) E Z we define 

7f (y) := 1r(x,y) =: 1ry(x). 
X 

2.2. For the convenience of the reader we collect some definitions, 

including that of a local dynamical system. The various definitions of lo

cal dynamical systems [4],[8],[10],[II] are mutually equivalent, although 

they look somewhat different. See [4], in particular chapters IV and VI, 

[8] and [10] for some details. 

Let X be a topological space, D c Xx JR and let 7f: D • X be a mapping. 

The triple (X,D,1r) is called a local dynamical system on X if the following 

conditions are satisfied: 

2. 2. 0. The set D is open in the product topology of Xx JR and has the fol

lowing special form: 

D = U{{x} x J(x) : x EX}, 

where J(x) 1_s an (open) interval in JR ~ontaining O for every x E X. 

2.2.1. (Continuity). The mapping 1r: D • Xis continuous. 

2.2.2. (Identity). If x E X, then 1r(x,O) = x. 

2,2.3, (Group axiom). If t, t+s E J(x) and ifs E J(1r(x,t)), then 

1r(1r(x,t),s) = 1r(x,t+s). 

2.2.4. (Max1,:mality). J(1r(x,t)) = J(x)-t for all (x,t) ED. 

The space X and the mapping 7f are called the phase space and phase 

mapping respectively. In case D = XxJR, (X,D,1r) is called a global dynamical 

system. For every x EX the set r(x) := 1rx(J(x)) is called the orbit of x 

and the sets r+(x) := 7f (J+(x)) and r-(x) := 7f (J-(x)) are called the posi-
x . X 

tive and neGrative semiorbits of x, respectively. For every x E X the interval 



J(x) is of the form (a(x),w(x)) with - 00 ~ a(x) < 0 < w(x) ~ 00 and the. 

(possibly empty) sets 

A(x):= n{cl n (a(x),t] 
X 

n(x):= n{cl n [t,w(x)) 
X 

a(x) < t ~ O} and 

0 ~ t < w(x)} 

are called the'negative and positive Zimit sets of x respectively. 
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When dealing with sets in various local dynamical systems, we shall 

use the symbol for the phase mapping as a subscript to indicate the system 

in which the sets are considered. The orbit of x in the system with phase 

map n for example is denoted by r (x). n 

2.3. To facilitate the further exposition and to motivate certain 

choices we shall discuss three examples here. 

2.3. 1. Let X be an open subset of ]Rn and let f: X + ]Rn be continuous and 

such that the autonomous differential equation x = f(x) has unique solutions. 

Let n : J(x) + X denote the unique solution of x = f(x) satisfying the in-x 
itial condition n (0) = x; here J(x) denotes the maximal open interval on 

X 

which the solution is defined. If D := U{{x}xJ(x): xEX}andn(x,t):=n(t) 
X 

for (x, t) ED, then (X,D,n) is a local dynamical system (cf. [8], III A). 

2.3.2. Each topological space X can be considered as the phase space of at 

least one global dynamical system, namely the trivial system (X,X x JR, n) 

where n is defined by n(x,t) := x. A countable space admits no other local 

dynamical system (cf. [4], II. 1.7 and II. 4.5). 

2.3.3. Let (X,D,n) be a local dynamical system. LetD :={(x,t)EXxlR:(x,-t)ED} 
* 

and n*(x,t) :=n(x,-t) for (x,t)ED*. Then it is easily seen that (X,D*,n*) 

is a local dynamical system. It is called the reverse system of (X,D,n) 

(cf. [4], II. 1.9 and II. 3.10). 

It should be observed that for every x EX we have r (x) = r (x) and, 
n n* 

for example, A (x) = n (x). This allows us to restrict the discussion to 
n n* 

results about positive semiorbits, positive limit sets, etc. 

3. MORPHISMS 

3.1. We now define morphisms of local dynamical systems. A mor-phism 

(of ZoaaZ dynamical systems)~ from (X,D,n) to (Y,E,p) is a pair(~,,) 

satisfying the following conditions: 
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3. I • I • <.p: X + Y and T: D + 1R are continuous mappings. 

3.1.2. For every x E X the mappping -r : J (x) + 1R (see 2.1) is strictly 
X 1T 

increasing and satisfies T (0) = 0 and -r (J (x)) c J (tD(x)). 
X X 1T p ' 

3.1.3. tp(1r(x,t)) = p(tp(x),-r(x,t)) for every (x,t)ED. 

Notation: <'P:: (X,D,1r) + (Y,E,p) or (tp,-r): (X,D,1r) + (Y,E,p). 

A morphism of the form(IX,-r): (X,D,1r) + (X,E,p), where IX is the identity 

map of X, is called a parameter transforrrtation and -r is called a reparametri

zation from 1r top. If (tp,1) is a morphism and 1(x,t) = t for all (x,t), 

then tp is also called an equivariant mapping. Morphisms which are of this 

type will consistently be denoted by (tp, 1) and will sometimes be called 

equivarlant morphisms (these are just the morphisms which are studied in [4]). 

3.2. If<!>:= (tp,-r): (X,D,1r) + (Y,E,p) is a morphism, the symbol<!> will 

also be used to denote the mapping <D: D + E defined by (r)(x, t) : = (tp(x) , -r (x, t)) . 

Observe that in view of the condition 3.1.2 this makes sense. The condition 

3.1.3 is equivalent to the commutativity of the following diagram 

D E 

rr 1 
----+ 

X y 

Thus, a morphism may also be viewed as a special mapping<!): D + E. 

From this viewpoint the following definition of the composition of morphisms 

is quite natural. Let for i = 1,2 the morphisms <'D. = (tp.,-r.):(X.,D.,1r.) + 
i i i i i i 

(Xi+l 'Di+I 'rri+I) be given. The composition '¥ of <r>1 and <P2 is defined by 

'¥ := <ti2 ° QI. Observe that, writing '¥ = (1v,a), wher~ iJ; := tp2 o tp1 and 

a(x,t) := -r 2 (<"P1 (x,t)) = -r 2 (lP1 (x) ,-r 1 (x,t)), we have commutativity of the 

following diagram 



Since wx = T2~ 1(x) 0 Tlx as is easily seen, V = (W,T) actually satisfies 

the conditions in 3.1. 
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In this way we now have defined a category whose objects are the local 

dynamical systems. The isomorphisms in this category will be called isomor

phisms of locai dynamical systems. In the following proposition a more ex

plicit description of the isomorphisms is given. 

3.3. PROPOSITION. Let<!>= ((!),T) be a.._morphism from (X,D,TI) to (Y,E,p). 

The following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) 0 is an isomorphism, 

(ii)~= D +Eis a homeomorphism, 

(iii)~= X + Y is a homeomorphism and for every x EX the mapping 

T : J (x) + J (~(x)) is surjective. 
X TI p 

In case that (lf),T) is an isomorphism, its inverse ($,o) is given by$ 
-1 

and oy := Lw(y) for every y E Y. 

-1 
:= ~ 

PROOF.~ is an isomorphism iff it has a two-sided inverse V = (w,o). That 

is, ($,o)o(~,T) and (~,T) 0 (w,o) are the identity morphisms of (X,D,TI) and 

(Y,E,p) respectively. The description of the inverse and the proof of the 

implication (i) ~ (iii) now easily follow. The implication (iii)~ (ii) is 

lemma 1 in [3] (observe that, since (~,T) is a morphism, the map Tis con

tinuous). Finally we verify the implication (ii)=> (i). As (~,T) is a mor

phism, the inverse V: E + D of the homeomorphism<!>: D +Eis necessarily 

of the form W: (y,u) i+ ($(y),o(y,u)) with continuous functions$: Y + X 

and o: E + lR. By straightforward computation it follows that (w,o) is a 

morphism and that it is the two-sided inverse of (~,T). D 

3.4. The following examples and remarks may illustrate the above 

discussion. 

3.4.1. Let in the complex planet the global dynamical systems (t,txlR,TI) 
2it and (t,CxlR,p) be defined by TI(z,t) := z+it and p(z,t) := ze respec-

tively. A morphism (~,T) of the system (t,txlR,TI) of translations to the 

system (C,txlR,p) of rotations is given by lf)(z) := ez and T(z,t) :=I. 
3.4.2. In the situation of example 2.3.1 let h: X + lR be continuous and 

h(x) > 0 for every x EX. Then the differential equation x = h(x)f(x) has 
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also unique solutions. Let in a similar fashion as 1.n example 2.3.I the 

local dynamical system (X,E,p) be defined for this equation. Then there 

exists a reparametrization -r from 7T tap, which, as is well-known from the 

theory of differential equations, is given by 

t 

-r(x,t) := f h(7r(x,s))- 1ds. 

0 

It turns out that Ox,-r) is an isomorphism. 

It can be shown that every reparametrization 1.s an isomorphism, provided 

that the set of rest points of the system is nowhere dense. In general the 

reparametrization can be adjusted on the set of rest points in such a way 

that it becomes an isomorphism. See [1] for more details. It has been proved 

by CARLSON [3] and URA & EGAWA [12] that every local dynamical system on a 

countably paracompact normal space is isomorphic to a global dynamical sys

tem under a reparametrization. 

3.4.3. Let (Y,E,p) be a local dynamical system and let X be an open subset 

of Y. If for every x EX, J (x) denotes the maximal subinterval of J (x), 
7T p 

which contains O and for which p({x} x J (x)) c X, and if we write 7T 
D := U{{x} x J (x) 

7T 
x EX} and 7T := PID, then (X,D,'IT) 1.s a local dynamical 

system (see [9] or [10]). Then, if~: X • Y is the embedding mapping and 

i(x,t):=t for every (x,t)ED, we have an equivariant morphism (~,i):(X,D,7T)+ 

(Y,E,p). 

Observe that, if Xis a non-invariant open subset of Y, then for some 

x EX the interval J (x) is a proper subset of J (x). 
7T p 

3.4.4. Let (~,-r):(X,D,1T)+(Y,E,p) be a morphism. Writing -r (x,t):=--r(x,-t), 
* 

we get a morphism(~,• ):(X,D ,'IT )+(Y,E ,P) of the corresponding reverse 
* * * * * 

systems. This gives rise to a covariant functor of the category of local 

dynamical systems into itself (cf. [4], p.61). 

The following proposition shows how the isomorphisms defined above are 

related to the conjugacy relatiori of [2]. 

3.5. PROPOSITION. Let (~,-r):(X,D,7r)+(Y,E,p) be a morphism such that 

~: X + Y is a homeomorphism. Then there exists a commuting diagram of 

morphisms 



(l!),,:) 
(X,D,n) (Y,E,p) 

(I~/:.) 
(X,F,o) 

where (4>,1) is an equivariant isomor-phism. Moreover, (I ,,:) is an iso
X 

mor-phism iff (tp,,:) is an isomor-phism. 

PROOF. Since tp: X + Y is a homeomorphism, F and o can unambiguously be 

defined by 

J 0 (x) := JP(tp(x)) for x € X, 

F := U{{x} x J (x) : x EX} and 
-I a 

cr(x,t) := tp (p(tp(x),t)) for (x,t)EF. 

7 

tt is not hard to show that (X,F,cr) is a local dynamical system. Condition 

2.2.4, for example, is verified as follows. For (x,t)EF we have, in view 

of the above definitions and condition 2.2.4 for the system (Y,E,p): 

J (cr(x,t)) =1J (tp(o:(x,t))) =J (p(<,0(x),t)) = J (tp(x))-t= J (x)-t. a p p · p cr 
' 

The remaining statements in the proposition can be verified without diffi-

culty. D 

In the sequel we need the following lennna. 

3.6. LEMMA. Suppose (tp,,:): (X,D,TI)+(Y,E,p) satisfies the conditions 

of a mor-phism (3.1) with the possible exception of the continuity of,:. 

If ,:a is continuous for each z E 

is not a rest point, and for all 

we have the following relation 

X, then for each x EX, such that tp(x) 

s,t E lR, such that t and t+s E J (x), TI 

,: (t+s) =,: (t) +,: ( . )(s) x x n x,t 

(~oaycle relation). 

PROOF. As tp(n(x,t+s)) = tp(TI(TI(x,t),s)), a straightforward calculation shows 

that for each x EX and for all s,t with s,s+t E J (x) we have TI 
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Consequently, T (t+s)-. (t)-T ( t)(s) is a period of (l)(x). So in case 
X- X 'Ir X, 

(j)(x) is not periodic the result follows. In case (j)(x) is periodic, for 

fixed x and t the functions~ T (t+s)-T (t)-T ( t)(s) is continuous and 
X X 'Ir x, 

equals O for s = O. As the image of J(x)-t under this mapping is discrete 

because (j)(x) is not a rest point, the result follows. D 

4, INVARIANTS UNDER MORPHISMS 

As for the invariants among the various properties of orbits in dynam

ical systems, the results can be summarized as follows. Orbits are mapped 

into orbits by morphisms, and positive and negative limit sets are mapped 

into positive and negative limit sets respectively. It follows that all 

those properties are invariant under morphisms which can be characterized 

by orbits and limit sets only (e.g. positive Poisson stability). Properties 

in the definition of which a certain distribution of the time parameter is 

involved (e.g. almost periodicity or recurrence) are not preserved by gen

eral morphisms, even not by isomorphisms. These properties are in general 

preserved by equivariant morphisms only. 

4.1. PROPOSITION. Let ((l),T):(X,D,'lr)+(Y,E,p) be a mo:rphism of local 

dynamical systems. For every x e: X we have: 
+ + - -(i) (l)(f (x)) c r ((l)(x)), (l)(f (x)) c r (lP(x)) and (l)(f (x)) c r (lp(x)). 
'Ir p 'Ir p 'Ir p 

(ii) If xis a rest point, then (l)(x) is a rest point. 

(iii) If x -fa a periodic point, then l!)(x) is a periodic point. 

PROOF. 

(i) + Let ye: r'lr(x). Then for some s > 0 we have y = 'lr(x,s). By 3.1.3 we 

have (l)(y) = l!)('lr(x, s)) = p (q>(x) ,r (x, s)). As -r is strictly increasing 
X + 

and -rx(O) = 0, it follows that -r(x,s) > 0 and lP(y) e: rp(q>(x)). The 

other statements in (i) are proved in a similar way. 

(ii) If xis a rest point, then 'lr(x,t) = x for all t. It follows that 

q>(x) = p(q>(x) ,-r(x,t)) for all t. In view of 3.1.2 we haveq>(x) = p(q>(x) ,s) 

for alls from some open interval containing O. Hence q>(x) is a rest 

point. 
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(iii)Let p denote the period of x. As 1r(x,p) = x, we have p(<.p(x),r(x,p)) =<.p(x). 

Since T is strictly increasing and T(x,O) = O, we have T(x,p) > O. It 
X 

follows that llJ(x) 1.s periodic. D 

Next we show that limit sets are preserved by morphisms. The proof 

is based on the following lennna. 

4.2. LEMMA. Let (<.p,T):(X,D,1r)+(Y,E,p) be a morphism and let x EX. If 

Q (x) I- <I> and <.p(x) is not a rest point, then J + (x) = JR+ and T (JR+) = JR+. 
1T + + 1T X 

In particular J (<.p(x)) = JR . 
p 

PROOF. Because Q (x) I- qi, we have J + (x) = JR+, as can be found in [ 1 0, Prop-
1T 1T 

osition 1]. Let y E Q (x) and let r E J (y) and r > 0. As Dis open and T 
1T 1T 

is continuous, there is a neighbourhood U of y such that U x [O,r] c D and 

T(z,r) > ½ ,:(y,r) > 0 for every z EU. Now there exists a sequence (t) in 
+ + n 

J (x) = JR such that t ~ t +rand 1r(x,t) EU for every n EN. Observe 1r n+I n n 
that 

T(1r(x,t ),t 1-t) ~ T(1r(x,t ),r) ~ ½T(y,r) n n+ n n 

for every n:, because of the strict monotonicity of the mapping s ~ T(1r(x,t ) ,s). 
n 

Now the cocycle relation for Tx (3. 6) implies that for every n E ]N 

T(x~t 1) ~ T(x,t) + ½,:(y,r), whence n+ n 
T(x,t 1) ~ T(x,t 1) + ½nT(y,r). 

n+ + 
It follows that the interval T (JR ) contains arbitrarily large positive 

X 
+ + numbers, so T (JR ) = JR . D 

X 

4.3. THEOREM. Let (<.p,T):(X,D,1r)+(Y,E,p) be a morphism. For every x EX 

we have <.p(Q (x)) c Q (<.p(x)) and ~(A (x)) c A (<.p(x)). 
1T p 1T p 

PROOF. If <.p(x) is a rest point in (Y ,E, p), then {<.p(x)} = r /llJ(x)) = rl/<.p(x)). 

In view of the continuity of (j) and because of 4.1 (i), we have 

<.p(Q (x)) c ~(clx r (x)) c cly(~(r (x)) c cly r (<.p(x)) = {<.p(x)} and the 
1T 1T 1T p 

theorem follows. If ~(x) is not a: rest point and Q (x) = cj>, the theorem is 
1T 

obvious, so we assume that n (x) I- <j>. In this case, the theorem is proved 
1T 

as follows. First, observe that Q (<.p(x)) = n{clyp ( )[c , 00): n E JN} for 
P (j) X n 

any increasing sequence (c) such that c • 00 • As T induces a strictly n n x 
increasing homeomorphism of JR+ onto JR+ in view of the lemma above, we get 
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Q ((f)(x)) = n{cly(P<.p(x)[,x(n), 00)) n E JN} 
p 

= n{cly((f)(nx[n, 00))) n E JN} 

:::, n{(f)(clx(TIX[n, 00))) n E JN} 

=> (f)(n{clX(Tix[n,oo)) : n E JN}) = (f)(Q (x)) . 
TI 

The proof that <.p (A (x)) c A (tp(x)) can be carried out in a similar way or 
TI p 

it can be based on the result just obtained and 2.3.3 and 3.4.4. D 

We now collect some corollaries of the foregoing theorem. In view of the 

examples 2.3.3 and 3.4.4 we only discuss results about positive limit sets. 

4.4. COROLLARY. Let (<.p,r):(X,D,TI)+(Y,E,p) be a morphism. If x EX is 

positiv<'Zy Poisson-stable, then so is <.p(x). If x EX is positively Lagrange

stable, then so is <.p(x), and <.p(clx(r;(x))) = cly(r:(<.p(x))). 

PROOF. By definition xis positively Poisson-stable iff x E Q (x). By theo-
TI 

rem 4.3, <.p(x) E q:>(QTI(x)) c Qp(<.p(x). Hence q:>(x) is positively Poisson-stable. 

According to the definition, xis positively Lagrange-stable iff clX(r:(x)) 

is compact. Then Q (x) i 0 and J+(x) = JR+ bv [JO, Proposition I]. As the TI TI . 
case that <.p(x) is a rest point is almost trivial, we assume that (f)(x) is 

. 1 4 2 ( +) + . . not a rest point. Then by emma • we have T JR = JR and s1.m1.lar to 
X 

4.1 (i) we get c.,o(r+(x)) = r+(c.p(x)). Since (f)(clX(r+(x)) is compact, it is 
TI+ p TI 

closed, whence cly(rp((f)(x))) = (f)(clx(r:(x)). It follows that <.p(x) is posi-

tively Lagrange-stable. D 

4.5. Here are two examples which may illustrate the special role of 

condition 3.1.2 in the definition of morphism. 

4.5.1. Let a local dynamical system (X,D,TI) be given. Let (X,XxJR,p) denote 

the trivial system on X (2.3.2). Define,: Xx JR • JR by ,(x,t) := 0. The 

pair (IX,T) satisfies all the conditions in (3.1) of a morphism from 

(X,XxJR,p) to (X,D,TI) except for T not being strictly increasing. It 1.s 
X 

clear that the pair (1X,T) does in general not preserve rest points. 

4.5.2. Let (S 1 ,s 1xJR,TI) denote the system of rotations of the unit circle 

in the complex plane defined by n(z,t) = zeit. Let (JR, JRxJR,p) be the 

system of translations of the real line defined by p(x,t) := x + t. The 

mappings <.p: s 1 • JR and,: s1xJR • JR are defined by t!)(z) := Re z and 
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-r(z,t) := (Re z)((cost)-1)- (Imz)(sint). The pair ((1),-r) satisfies all 

the conditions in (3.1) of a morphism from (S 1 ,s 1x1R.,1r) to (lR, ]R.xlR.,p) 

except for -r not being increasing, although -r is increasing in a neigh-z z 
bourhood of O if Im z < O. The pair ((1),-r) does not preserve periodicity, 

limit sets, Poisson-stability and Lagrange-stability. 

4.6. Properties involving a certain,distribution of the time parameter 

are in general not preserved by morphisms. As an example we discuss the 

behaviour of the property of recurrence. Recall that a point x of a local 

dynamical system (X,D,1r) is called recurrent if J (x) = lR. and for every 
1T 

neighbourhood U of x there exists a compact interval Kin lR. such that 

lR. = K + A(x,U), where A(x,U) := {t E lR.:1r(x,t)E U}. Thus, xis recurrent 

iff for every neighbourhood U of x the gaps in A(x,U) are bounded. 

A recurrent point is positively and negatively Poisson-stable. More

over, BIRKHOFF's recurrence theorem states that a point xis recurrent and 

positively and negatively Langrange-stable iff the orbit closure clX r'lf(x) 

is a compact minimal set. See [7] or [8, pp.90-92] for more details. 

First, we shall present some positive results about preservation of 

recurrence. 

4.7. Let ((l),-r):(X,D,1T)+(Y,E,p) be a morphism, and let x EX be a 

recurrent point. For every neighbourhood V of (l)(x) in Y we have 

-r (A(x ,(1)-l (V))) c A((p(x), V). 
X 

Using this, it is quite obvious that if ((1),-r) is an equivariant morphism, 

then (l)(x) is recurrent. 

for all s,t E lR. with t :,; s :,; 
-1 

because A(x,(I) (V)) has 

More generally, if there exist E > 0 and o > 0 such that -r (s)--r (t):,;E 
-I X X 

t+o, then -r (A(x,(I) (V))) has bounded gaps, 
X 

so. Hence A(~(x),V) has bounded gaps, and (l)(x) is 

recurrent. Note, that this situation occurs when -r is uniformly continuous. 
X 

In particular, (l)(x) is recurrent if xis recurrent and -r is given as in 

3.4.2 with the function h bounded away from O on X. 

4.8. PROPOSITION. Let ((l),-r):(X,D,1r)+(Y,E,p) be a morphism. If x EX 

is reccurrent and positively and negatively Lagrange-stable, then so is (l)(x). 
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PROOF. In view o:fi corollary 4.4 we have l!)(clXrTI(x)) = cly(rp(lJ)(x))). By 

BIRKHOFF's recurrence theorem clX r1r(x) is a compact minimal set. As the 

inverse image of an invariant subset of Y is an invariant subset of X in 

view of proposition 4. 1 (i), the set cly(r /tp(x))) is compact and minimal. 

Again by BIRKHbFF' s theorem the result follows. D 

4.9. We now show by means of an example that the property of being a 

recurrent point need not be preserved by isomorphisms. The example is based 

on the well--known system of the irrational flow on the torus. Let T be the 

two-dimensional torus and let a be an irrational number, On T we shall de-

fine two systems. Using coordinates x and y, with O:,; x < 

the first system is defined by the differential equation 

d}~ = I and 
dt 

dy -
dt - a. 

and O:,; y < 1, 

The induced dynamical system (2.3.1), which turns out to be a global sys

tem, since T is compact, is denoted by (T,Tx1R,1r). It is well-known that 

every point z of Tis recurrent. Indeed clT(rTI(z)) = T for every z ET. 

Let p be a point of T and let h: T • JR be a continuous mapping such 

that h(p) = 0 and h(z) > 0 for every z E T\{p} (e.g. h(z) equals the dis

tance of z to p). The second system (T,TxJR,p) on T is defined by the dif

ferential equations 

dx 
d 1: = h(x,y) and dy -dt - a h(x,y). 

In (T,TxlR,p) the poir..t p 1.s a rest point and T is not a minimal set. And 

for every z ET we have that if pi r (z), then r (z) = r (z). Consequent-TI 7T p 

ly, clT(r/,~)) = T, whenever pi r1r(z), As T 1.s not minimal in (T,TxJR,p), 

BIRKHOFF's recurrence theorem implies that z is not recurrent in (T,TxJR,p) 

whenver pi r (z). The set T\{p} is denoted by X. We consider the restric-TI 
tions of both systems to X (3.4.3). The restriction of the first system is 

denoted by (X,D,1rX) and the restriction of the second system, which turns 

out to be a global system, as is easily seen, is denoted by (X,XxJR, pX). 

Observe that the systems thus obtained are isomorphic (3.4.2). However, 

any point z in the dense G0-subset T\f1r(p) of Xis recurrent in (X,D,1rE) 

but not recurrent in (X,XxJR, pE). 
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4.10, To conclude the discussion on invariants, we show that Liapunov 

stability of rest points is in general not preserved by morphisms, but is 

preserved by isomorphisms. A rest point x of a local dynamical system 

(X,D,TI) is called Liapunov-stable if for every neighbourhood U of x there 
I + 

is a neighbourhood V of x such that for every y EV we haver (y) EU (cf. TI 
[7]). One remark should be made here. Usually it is also required that 
+ + J (y) = lR for every y EV. That condition however is redundant, as can TI 

be seen as follows. 

Suppose that xis a rest point which satisfies the above definition 
+ + of Liapunov stability. As x is a rest point, J (x) = lR . Since D is an TI 

+ open set (2.2.0), there is a neighbourhood U of x such that 1 E J (y) for TI 
every y EU. According to the definition of Liapunov stability there exists 

+ 
a neighbourhood W of x such that r (y) c U for every y E W. Our claim is TI 

+ + 
that lR = .J (y) for every y E W. Assuming that w (y ) < 00 for some y E W, TI TI O 0 

let (t) be a strictly increasing sequence such that t • w (y ). Then 
n n TI o 

w (TI(y ,t )) • 0 and w (TI(y ,t )) < 1 for some n. As TI(y ,t ) EU, we TI o n TI o n0 o o n0 

have a contradiction. 

The following result easily follows from proposition 4.1 (i). 

4.11. PROPOSITION. Let (<.p,T):(X,D,TI) • (Y,E,p) be an isomorphism. If 

x is a Liapunov-stable rest point, then so is lP(x). D 

4.12. Here is an example showing that Liapunov stability of rest points 

need not be preserved by (equivariant) morphisms. Consider in lR the dif

ferential equation~;= x(l-x). X := (0,1] is an invariant subset of the 

induced dynamical system (2.3.1). The restriction of this system to Xis 

a global system and is denoted by (X,XxlR.,p). The rest point 1 is Liapunov

stable. The map h: X • S 1 is defined by h(x) := e2Tiix. On S 1 a global dynam

ical system is defined by requiring that (h,1) be a equivariant morphism. 

In the system so obtained h(I) is a rest point, but is not Liapunov-stable. 

5. ORBIT-PRESERVING MAPS 

The isomorphism type used in [7] is the geometric equivalence, i.e. a 

phase space homeomorphism preserving orbits. As is shown in [10] there is 
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a close relationship between geometric equivalence and isomorphism as 

introduced by URA and the isomorphisms discussed in this paper. The ob

structions to a complete coincidence of the notions of isomorphism are 

mainly caused by rest points and change of orientation. See [5] and [10] 

for a getailed,discussion. In this section we extend the above mentioned ;;, 

relationship to one dealing with morphisms. Of course, the obstructions 

cannot be removed. 

5.1. An ru>c in Xis the image of a topological embedding h: [0,1] • X 

,.-:-- -and is denoted by ab or axb where a:= h(O), b := h(l) and x := h(t) for 

some t E (0,1). Let (X,D,TI) and (Y,E,p) be local dynamical systems. A map

ping~: X • Y is said to be orbit-presewing if the following conditions 

are satisfied: 

5.1.1. Wis continuous. 

5.1.2. w(r (x)) c r (W(x)) for every x EX. TI p 
5.1.3. For every x EX such that w(x) is not a rest point in (Y,E,p) 

there exists an arc~ such that~ c r (x) and WI~, the restriction TI axu 
~ of W to axb, is injective. 

The main purpose of this section is to construct morphisms from orbit

preserving mappings. First it is shown that a morphism induces an orbit

preserving mapping. 

5.2. PROPOSITION. If (w,1:): (X,D,TI) • (Y,E,p) is a morphism., then (p 

is orbit preserving. 

PROOF. That conditions 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 are satisfied follows from 3.1.1 

and 4.1 (i) respectively. Suppose that x E X and that qJ(x) is not a rest 

point. Chooses> 0 in such a way that 2s is less than the period of w(x). 

As,: is continuous, there is a o > 0 such that [-o,o] c J (x) and 
X TI 

,: [-o,o] c (-s,s). Put a:=,: (-o) and S :=,: (o). In view of condition X X X 
3.1.2 we have a< 0 < s. Observe that S-a is less than the period of w(x). 

Consequently pw(x) l[a,S] is injective and by 3.1.2 we have that 

pw(x)o,:xl[-o,o] is injective. As w O TIX= pw(x)o,:x by 3.1.3, it follows 

that W0 Tix,[-o o] is injective. Hence wlTI [-o o] is injective. Putting 
, X ~ 

a:= TI (-o) and b := TI (o) we get the arc axb satisfying 5.1.3. D 
X X 
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An important tool in the proof of the main result is the following 

theorem due to the J. & M. LEWIN [2, Theorem 1.25]. In [2] the theorem is 

stated.and proved for global dynamical systems. The modifaction of the proof 

for local dynamical systems is straightforward. 

5.3. THEOREM. Let (X,D,TI) be a local dynamical system and suppose tha,t 

x is not a periodic point. If C is 

then TI- 1(c) is a compact (possibly 
X 

is a homeomorphism. • 

a compact and connected subset of r (x), 
' TI 

degenerated) interval J and TixlJ: J + C 

5.4. PROPOSITION. Let (X,D,TI) and (Y,E,p) be local dynamical systems. 

Suppose~= X + Y is an orbit-preserving map. For every x EX we ha,ve 

(i) If x is a rest point, then so is lp(x). 

(ii) If xis a peY'iodic point, then so is ~(x). 

PROOF. If ~(x) is not a rest point, then according to 5.1.3 there exists 

an arc Qin rTI(x) such that ~I~ is injective. In particular rTI(x) con

sists of more than one point and x cannot be a rest point. This proves (i). 

To prove (ii) assume that xis periodic and ~(x) is not. As rTI(x) is 

compact and connected, in view of 5.1.2 the set C := ~(r (x)) is a compact TI 
and connected subset of rp(~(x)). By Theorem 5.3 we have that C is homeomor-

phic to a compact interval J := [a,b] c J (lP(x)) under the homeomorphism p 

(p~(x)IJ)-1• Choose p E rTI(x) such that lP(p) = p~(x)(a). By condition 5.1.3 

there is an arc fpci' in r (x) such that ~I~ is injective, hence a homeo-TI cpa 
morphic embedding of ~in C. It follows that (p~(x)IJ)- 1 (lP(cpd)) is a 

compact interval which is contained in J and which has the point a as an 

internal point. This is a contradiction. D 

The following lemma ,is the first step of the construction of a morphism 

from an orbit-preserving map. 

5.5. LEMMA. Let (X,D,TI) and (Y,E,p) be local dynamical systems and 

let~= X + Y be an orbit-preserving map. Then for every x EX such tha,t 

~(x) is not a rest-point, there exists a unique continuous mapping 

-r : J. (x) + J (~(x)) satisfying the foUowing conditions: 
X TI p 

(i) -r (0) = o, 
X 
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(ii) • is strictly monotone. 
X 

(iii) <.p(TI(x,t)) = p(<.p(x),. (t)) for every t E J (x). 
X TI 

PROOF. We shall first show the existence of a unique continuous mapping •x= 

J (x) • J (q:1(x)) satisfying the conditions (i) and (iii). To do so, we 
'.Ir p 

first assume that <.p(x) is not a periodic point. As under this assumption 

p ( ) : J (<.p(x)) • r (<.p(x)) is bijective, the 
<.px P P 

• := p-1( )o <.po TI , in view of condition 
X (/) X X 

mapping. must be defined by 
X 

(iii). This proves existence 

and unicity of• for this case, and it is clear that conditions (i) and 
X 

(iii) are satisfied. The continuity of• is proved as follows. Let I be 
X 

any compact interval in J (x). As <.p(TI (I)) is a compact and connected sub-TI X 

set of r (<.p(x)), condition (iii) and Theorem 5.3 imply that J :=. (I) is 
p X 

a compact interval in JP(<.p(x)) and that p<.p(x)IJ is a homeomorphism. Since 

<.poTI = p () 0 • this implies that• 1 1 is continuous. The continuity of 
X (/)X X X 

• on J (x) now easily follows. 
X TI 

Next we consider the case that <.p(x) is a periodic point but not a rest 

point. In this case J (<.p(x)) = 1R and r (<.p(x)) is homeomorphic to the unit 
p p 

circle s1• The mapping p ( ): 1R • r (<.p(x)) is a covering map, and the 
(/) X p 

mapping <.poTI : J (x) • r (<.p(x)) can be lifted to a unique continuous mapping 
X TI p 

• : J(x) • ]i = J (<.p(x)) which satisfies (i) and (iii) (cf. [4], p.139). 
X p 

This concludes the proof of existence and unicity of a continuous mapping 

, : J (x) • J (~(x)) satisfying the conditions (i) and (iii). In order to 
X TI p 

show that such a mapping also satisfies condition (ii) it is sufficient to 

prove that T is locally injective, since T is a continuous mapping of an 
X X 

interval into an interval. 

Lett E J (x) and c := TI (t). As <.pis orbit-preserving there is an TI X 

arc~ in r (c) = r (x) such that <.pl bis injective. Because, by propo-TI TI ac 
sition 5.4, the point xis not a rest point, there is an interval I c JTI(x) 

which is a neighbourhood oft such that TI I is an injective mapping 
· x I 

of I into~~; indeed, if xis not periodic, this follows from theorem 5.3 

with C = ~-, and if x is periodic this follows from the fact that TI is 
X 

in that case a covering map of 1R onto r (x). TI 
as <.p 0 Tix = p<.p,(x) 0 'x' it follows that 

the proof that• satisfies condition 
X 

•xi I is 
(ii). 

Now tf)0 TI) 1 is injective, and 

injective. This completes 

• 
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The following theorem is the main result of this section. 

5.6. THEOREM. Let (X,D,ir) and (Y,E,p) be local dynamical systems. Let 

G be the set of rest points of Y. Suppose <.p: X + Y is orbit preserving. 

Then there exists a unique mapping -r: D\(<.p-l (G) ~ lR) + ]R. such that the 
' 

folloiuirzg conditions are satisfied. 

(i) For every x E X\lP- 1 (G) the mapping -rx: J,r(x) + ]R. defined by 

-r (t) := -r(x,t), is strictly monotone and satisfies -r (0) = o 
X X 

and -r (J (x)) c J (<.p(x)). 
X 1T p -} 

(ii) Far every (x,t) E D\(<.p (G)x]R.) we have <.p(ir(x,t)) = p(<.p(x),-r(x,t)). 

(iii) -r is continuous. 

PROOF. According to the preceding lennna, for every x E X\<.p-l(G) there is a 

unique continuous mapping -r : J (x) + J (<.p(x)) satisfying conditions (i), 
X 1T p 

(ii) and (iii) of S.S. Define -r: D\(<.p-l (G) x lR) + ]R. by the rule -r(x,t) := -r (t). 
X 

It only remains to show that 1" is continuous. Let (x,t) E D\(lJ)-l(G) x lR). 

Assume that t ~ 0 and that t is strictly increasing. In the other cases 
X 

the proof is similar. Lets := -r(x,t) and y := <.p(x). Let£> 0 be given. 

We shall exhibit a neighbourhood W of x and a o > 0 such that for all 

(x',t') E W x (t-o,t+o) we have 1-r(x',t')-sl < e. As this final part of 

the proof is similar to the proof of lennna 4 in section 3 of [10], we shall 

skip the details. In case y = <.p(x) is a periodic point, we first assume that 

sis less than the period of y. Then we also may assume thats+ 2£ is less 

than the period of y. Thus the mapping p I[ J is a topological embedding 
Y -e,s+e 

of [-e,s+e] in Y. In Y there can be chosen disjoint neighbourhoods u1, u2 
and u3 of the points p(y,-e), p(y,s+e) and the compact set p({y} x [O,s]) 

respectively. Also disjoint neighbourhoods u4 and u5 of the compact set 

p({y} x [-e,s-e]) and the point p(y,s) respectively can be chosen. Because 

pis continuous, there is a neighbourhood V of y such that p(Vx{-e}) c u1, 

p(Vx{s+E}) c u2 and p(Vx[-e,s-s]) c u4• As lP is continuous there is a neigh

bourhood w1 of x such that ~(W1) c V. Because <.p0 ir: D + Y is continuous and 

because <.po,r({x} x [O,t]) = p({y} x [O,s]), as follows from condition (ii) 

and the monotonicity of -rx' there are a neighbourhood w2 of x and a o1 > 0 

such that l!'.)o,r(W2 x [-o 1 ,t+o 1 ]) c u3• As <.p(,r(x,t)) = p(y,s), there are a neigh

bourhood w3 of x and a o2 >Osuch that <.p0 ,r(W3 x[t-o 2,t+o2J)cU5 .Now let 

w := w1nw2nw3 and o := min{o 1,o2}. 
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-] 
Let (x',t') E (W x [t-o,t+o]) n (D\(tp (G)xJR)); we shall show that 

jr(x',t') - sl <£.Let I := [O,t'] in case t' ~ 0 and I := [t',OJ in case 

t' < 0. Now I c [-o,t+o] and {x'} x I c w2 x [-ol,t+ol] and we have 

p({tp(x')} x •x,(I)) = tpoTI({x'} x I) c u3 . We also have 

p(tp(x'),-£) E p(V x {-£}) c u1 and p(tp'(x),s+E) c u2 • Because u1, u2 and 

u3 are pairwise disjoint and because •xr is continuous, it follows that 

r ,(I) is an interval which does not contain the points-£ ands+£. It fol
x 

lows that 1" ,(I) c (-c:,s+E), sinceO E:L 1 (I). In particular, .(x',t') E (-£,s+E). 
X X 

Now assuming .(x',t') E (-£,s-£), we get 

tp(TI(x',t')) = p(tp(x'),.(x',t')) E p(V x [-£,s-£]) c u4 

and also 

Because u4 and u5 are disjoint, we must have .(x',t') E (s-£,s+E). This 

proves the continuity of 1" in (x,t). The restriction thats is less than 

the period of y can be removed in the same way as in [JO], using lemma 3,6. D 

Now we collect the corollaries of the preceding theorem. Let (X,D,TI) 

be a local dynamic.al system. If Xis not connected, every component of X 

1.s an invariant subset. The restriction of (X,D,TI) to a component C i.e. 

the local dynamic.al system (C,Dn(XxJR), TIIDn(CxJR)) will be denoted by 

(C,DC, TIC). 

5.7. TREOREM. Let (X,D,TI) and (Y,E,p) be local dyna.mical systems. Let 

G be the set of rest point of Y. Suppose tp: X • Y is orbit-preserving. Then 
-1 

there exists a mapping • : D\ (tp (G) xJR) -~ JR such that for each component C 

of X\l;J-I (G) either 

(<Pl ,•In ) : (c,n ,TI ) -+ (Y,E, p) 
C c C C 

or 

(tpjc,-•lnc): cc,nc,Tic) • (Y,E*, P) 

is a morphism. (RecaU that (Y,E*,p*) denotes the reverse system (2.3.3)). 

PROOF. Lett be defined as 1.n theorem 5.6. As 1" is continuous, on each 

component C of X\tp-l(G) the mappings• are either increasing for every 
X 

x EC or decreasing for every x EC. D 



The following theorem is a reformulation of a result obtained by URA 

[10], which has been mentioned in the introduction~ 
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THEOREM. Let; (X,D,1T) and (Y,E, p) be local dynamical systems. Suppose tp: X-+Y 

is a homeomorphism such that for every x E X we have tp(f7r(x)) = rp (tp(x)). 

Let F be the set of rest points of X. Then there exists a mapping 

1: D\ (Fx:IR) -+ 1R such that for each component C of X\F either 

( lPI C' 1I D ) : ( C 'DC' 7T C) -+ ( q:, ( C) 'E tf) ( C) ' Pq:, ( C) ) 
. C 

or 

ClPlc,-1lnc):(c,nc,nc)-+ ~p(c),Etp(c)*' P(c)*) 

is an isomorphism. 

PROOF. It is clear that t? is orbit-preserving. As rest points are character

ized by the property that the orbit consists of a single point, it is easily 

seen that G := tp(F) is the set of rest points in (Y,E, ~- We also have that 

C is a component of X\F if£ tp(C) is a component of Y\G. From the preceding 

theorem it now follows that either (tpjC,1Dc) or (lPlc,-1Dc) is a morphism. 

Observe that the spatial action lPlc: C-+ tp(C) is a homeomorphism. 

In [1, Theorem 4.5] it is proved that a morphism whose spatial action is 

a homeomorphism, is an isomorphism. D 

REMARK. The last conclusion in the above proof cannot be drawn from proposi

tion 3.3. What is essentially achieved in [1], is the removal of the condi

tion that every 1. is surjective (3.3 (iii)). 
X 
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